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Introduction

This project documentation is a collection of drawings and visualisations on the graduation project ‘Mental Health Centre Hembrug’. The graduation project is focused on a transformation of industrial heritage in Campus North in Hembrug, a former closed-off military production terrain on a peninsula in Zaandam.

For a long time the terrain was used by the Artellerie-Inrichtingen for the production and manufacturing of weapons and ammunition for the Dutch army. After the companies left the area, the area became vacant and nature took over the area. Now it is an oasis of rest where time has been standing still. The area is located in the metropolitan area of Amsterdam with Zaandam and Haarlem on the other side. This is an area where people are mentally and physically suffering under a lot of stress and pressure which resulting in overstraining, depressions and burnouts. At the moment new developments are started to reconnect this former closed off area with the city. For a lot of buildings there is still no future plan. Some of them are in temporary use and others are already transformed. Campus North is located near the new entrance of Hembrug. This part of Hembrug is located on the border between the open campus of the terrain and the forest.

The assignment for the graduation project is a transformation for the ensemble Campus North and consisting of: two buildings, building 8 ‘the weapon depot’ and building 320 ‘the machine hall’, an open space in front of building 8 including the old Foundation of building 309, ‘storage and canteen’ and a piece of forest next to building 320 including there surrounding. For both buildings there is still no permanent function.

In the graduation project the ensemble is transformed into a GGZ complex where people can be treated and residence who suffer from stress, burnout and depression. The machine hall will get the new function of a treatment centre combined with a small theatre and the weapon depot will be transformed into an open residential community. On the terrain there will also be a closed residential community and a gym realized in new buildings.
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